Data-driven management technology can transform aquaculture
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Gathering data gleans knowledge about production variables

In its various shapes and forms, aquaculture is one of the most complex animal production industries today. Be it tilapia farming in lakes in Brazil, barramundi grow-out in recirculating plants in Vietnam or salmon cage farming in Norway’s fjords, aquaculture is a biotechnology that encompasses many complex steps, from larval rearing to controlling water chemistry to managing complex feeding processes. Even at the simplest fish or shrimp farms, success depends on the correct balance of applied biology, husbandry and technology.

In the last few decades, research projects around the world have added much knowledge and know-how on the culture of various species using different farming methods. Nutritional requirements for many species are known, and feed production technologies have reached quite advanced levels.
With Aquanetix, workers can record feed quantities and start/end times for feedings on a convenient wrist-mounted smartphone. In the process, they also report fish behavior.

**Resources, efficiency**

Today aquaculture is called upon to solve some of the critical problems caused by an expanding human population coupled with the unprecedented destruction of fisheries resources. Aquaculture's growth, however, is leading to pressures on both the environment and raw materials.

In answer, farmers are finding lower-impact feed sources and becoming more efficient in the use of existing resources. Since the public image of aquaculture directly determines the value of what it produces, the industry is also reducing impacts on water resources and seeking greater efficiencies in attaining a sustainable mode of production.

Going forward, research performed in laboratory settings must be more directly related to practices at commercial operations, where variability in the farming environment, diseases and other causes of stress can negatively affect production outcomes. For example, studies in the salmon industry have shown that despite the use of advanced technologies, 10 to 40 percent of the feed used is left uneaten. At pangasius farms, where the species can theoretically be grow with a feed-conversion ratio of 1, conversion values are often above 2.5.
The existing expertise regarding health and sanitation practices, feeds and feeding management, husbandry processes, and operations and human resources management could all, if well implemented, significantly improve the industry’s performance. However, the implementation of this knowledge is a limiting factor for aquaculture today.

**Information**

The “inventor” of modern business management, Peter Drucker, may not have said it, but the quotation “If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it” attributed to him is considered a maxim in today’s management science. It basically stresses the key role that information should play in management decisions. This is an area where aquaculture, as many other primary production industries, is very deficient.

There is very little automation in this industry, and due to its complexity, improvements will take a long time. Therefore the men and women working in aquaculture represent the key resource upon which business success or failure will depend. If we are to gather information to better manage our fish and shrimp farms, we need to get the men and women working in the field to gather it in a reliable and timely manner so that it can be used in good management decisions.

**Motivation, management**

Aquaculture is an industry in which each daily feeding counts toward the success of the business and understanding of the health and environmental conditions matters for the good biological performance of the livestock. Yet in aquaculture companies around the world, the workforce tends to be somewhat poorly paid, poorly trained and usually expected to do repetitive tasks under difficult weather conditions.

No matter how good the processes at a farm are, the people who work in the field must be motivated to do a good job to achieve satisfactory results. Motivation is the result of three factors that impact performance in a positive way: having a purposeful mission, autonomy to progress according to the mission and mastery of the skills necessary to perform well.

These factors should be addressed in any management program, especially in industries like aquaculture. They require a management attitude that values the workforce, but also mechanisms where information is gathered as operations happen, in real time, and feedback given frequently to workers as to the quality of their performance. Staff members who are engaged in their work are motivated. Training should, ideally, be supplied almost continuously to support staff in their everyday decisions.

**Aquanetix project**

Aquaculture is clearly a complex industry, which today struggles with issues of efficiency and sustainability that can be improved greatly by better management. People play a key role, and improving motivation will deliver results. Data and information link all the above and act as the glue that binds performance, people and management in a way that delivers the further efficiencies needed to make aquaculture even more viable and sustainable.

The Aquanetix project uses technologies that allow real-time data collection by workers and applies the information from every person at a fish or shrimp farm. Data collection focuses on feeding, environmental parameters, stock behavior and health status, infrastructure conditions and other parameters that affect farm performance.

The vast majority of this data has to be collected and recorded by workers at the very moment they perform their assigned tasks. Today we have technologies that make this possible and accessible to even small family businesses through the use of cloud technologies and mobile equipment such as smartphones and electronic tablets.

Data-recording applications can deliver knowledge such as the best growth and feeding models scientists have developed. They can also provide a form of crowd-learning advice to farmers that derives from the experiences of hundreds or thousands of other operations similar to theirs.

Ultimately, gathering all this data in one place allows us to understand the factors that really affect production – whether nutritional, environmental or husbandry-related – in the real world of farms, as opposed to the laboratory.
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